
Some people who have been in prison become good citizens later , and it is often argued that these are 
the best people to talk to teenagers about the danger of committing a crime.

To what extent do you agree or disagree?

It is true that Many people believe that,ex-prisoners  are the best people for 
convince teenagers to avoid for committing crimes,they help them to be a good 
adults. I agree to some extent.

 one of the best effective way for preventing criminal is that, ex-prisoners should 
have told their experiences of prisons term to young ages to be aware of 
consequences of  criminal behavior. beacause of this ,teenagers don’t seek to 
committing a crime in elderly ages and they try to avoid any ofense .so, crime rate 
considerabley reduce among people and it would be lead  to more secure and 
peacefulness in scociety. for instance, in country In which they have strict 
punishment,ex-prisoners advises advice have has been caused a deacrease in 
violentsviolence. To elaborate,teenagers have been understood various 
punishment and they don’t do any offense.

 some people have different views.they believe that there are several situations 
would  be leading to awareness of teenagers instead of talking ex-prisoners. they 
also claim that advises of prisoners would have less impact on teenagers behavior 
or it can may be negative consequences on their life. families as a major role in 
teenagers personality always teach them frequently to make a progress in their 
future life.in addition,governments should have provided educational 
infrastructure such as produce the programmes which are show criminial 
protection .therfore, children choose the best path which can contribute to a 
better life and they are get away from delictlaw violation.

 For example in the USA  crime rates have been decreased over the period. 
because families spend a lot of time to guideguiding their children .also, they  
have always teach taught them to make a right decision and preserve prevent 
them for from committing a crime.



In conclusion, although, talking to prisonors prisoners getting out of prisons more 
beneficial for preventing criminal, but, In my my view it has some drawbacks and 
would be the equal importnace to teach themtought infrom families.


